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1. Memories of the early years of Jasmine Creek

Jasmine Creek was announced to the real estate market as "opening August
1974" and the sales of the new homes began. That October, models for the first 75
"inward oriented" houses were ready for viewing. The M. J. Brock & Sons sales
representatives who showed the models were then dressed in powder-blue tuxedos,
white ruffled shirts with blue edging, and powder-blue suede shoes. And so began the
opening and occupancy of this exceptional Homeowners Association (HOA).

Current homeowners who moved here in the 1970s and during the 1980s,
remember the great satisfaction of living in a very beautiful community among
delightful neighbors. Several speak of the athletic facilities, tennis being very popular at
that time. Others were attracted by the security, good price, lovely beautiful area, with
just enough yard space for a homeowner to have a private garden. Several came to live
near friends. The generous home spacing, the quietness, the weather, being "close to
everything," and the sense of community - the "village" atmosphere - were important
benefits. Others noted the aphorism "location, location, location."

As one early resident states, "The beautiful ocean view on an early summer day
became a key selling point for us recent empty-nesters from inland, with both of our kids
married, living nearby, and a lessened long-time commute to employment. Early-on we
were greeted by friendly neighbors at a block party in the park across the street, another
of which we helped plan within a couple years." Several block parties and at least one
"street fest" were held in early years.

Upon purchasing a home, each buyer was given a handsome black three-ring
binder with brass-colored corners, near 100 pages covering the range of ownership
responsibilities and the conditions of living here, namely Architectural Control, the
Bylaws dated 11/8/73, and the statement of "Conditions, Covenants, & Restrictions"
dated 7/8/74. The leather cover of the binder was gold-stamped with the Jasmine Creek
name and logo of the hills, as seen at the end of this publication.

During the construction period, there was a Design Studio located in the garage
of the model Plan 1 on Mainsail Drive, near the entrance. "The purpose of the Studio is
to help you in the selection of standard feature colors, offer advice regarding
construction changes possible, and inform you of optional items available." The land
was turning into homes, and the occupied homes into a vibrant new community.

Some "pioneers" still remember initial dues subsidized at $81.50/month. Interest
rates in the late 1970s were very high, in the range of 18% to 20%. Even so, by late in
1980 Jasmine Creek was sold out. Buyers felt they received "good value."

Homeowners were a group with ethnic and business diversity. In time, the
residents included some retirees, many professional people, business owners, widows,
teachers, university officers, physicians, realtors, airplane pilots, judges, local city
officials, as well as the owner of the elegant local Ritz Restaurant. A number were part-
time residents, living elsewhere most of the time -- to manage a local dairy, or run a
major farm in California's Central Valley, even a business while living in their home
abroad. Residents had few children living with them back then, and perhaps they had
fewer dogs than is the case at present.

Homeowners brought with them many a story, such as the World War II
bombardier in an American B-17 "Flying Fortress" who was shot down by Germans
over the English Channel and immediately picked up and brought to safety by one of the
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swarm of small British boats. Later, as residents departed and others arrived, the variety
of backgrounds evolved. One instance is the Master, for 24 years, of an ocean-going
tanker, with his wife and two children. Another is a lady recently honored as the
National Queen of "Ms. Senior America."

The demographic character of residents changed over time to a somewhat
younger median age. The early spirit of neighborliness is still remarked upon by those
pre-1990 "pioneers," more than ten percent of whom still live here in 2010.

Residents volunteered to serve on early standing committees, which initially
were the following: Legal and Finance, Architectural, Greenbelt, Association Newsletter
[not activated at once], and an Activities Committee overseeing the following six:-
Tennis, Clubhouse, Security, Pool and Jacuzzi, Garden Club, and a Social  Committee
which put on, e.g., St. Patrick's Day and Kentucky Derby parties.

Assuring that the feel and style of the community is maintained, the Architectural
Committee has performed diligent service. Proposals for a golf putting green, enclosed
dog park, and "Kiddie Park" have been denied. In the early-1990s, a single-story house
on an especially large inner corner lot was bought on "spec," and during several months
the owner pressed very hard for approval of a very tall gazebo in the back yard to
provide an elevated ocean view - denied again and again.

In addition to these committees, Association matters were from the very
beginning governed by a Board of Directors. During the first couple of years, Brock and
the Irvine Co. had Board seats, exerting strong control. For the preliminary period
through 1975, the Board contracted for the services of Alta Property Management
Company of Buena Park, an independent property management firm. Representing Alta,
Bob Horn administered the daily operations, handled all issues raised by residents
regarding operations, and also did the monthly billing of dues. The entrance guard's
office existed at that time, without a gate. In time, the subsidiary two smaller swimming
pools were added.

Tennis was very popular at the
time Jasmine Creek opened. The
tennis use by outsiders was controlled
by residents hanging an I.D. tag by the
court to testify that a homeowner was
playing in the game. One amusing
incident came about when the son of a
resident hung his tag and had to leave
the doubles game for a while. It
shortly happened that two Board
members came, checked to see who
among those playing was the resident, found none at that moment, and evicted the
players. Included in those summarily removed was Dr. Daniel Aldrich, the founding
Chancellor of the University of California Irvine. Apologies and amusement were later
shared.

The main pool has welcomed a mallard duck, sleeping pool-side when a resident
came and dived in. At once the mallard joined in the swim for a minute or two before
flying off. Besides the perennially-favored swimming and tennis, outdoor shuffleboard
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games next to the main swimming pool were played in early years, and the 6' by 39'
colored court design remains an invitation.

Early on, a resident, while gardening in the clay-like soil, found an Indian
arrowhead. Deer were at times seen here. Occasionally, bobcats have visited. Year after
year one hears the call of the red-shouldered hawk, finds cotton-tailed rabbits on the
lawn, raccoons prowling late evening, and hears the occasional nocturnal baying of
coyotes. Possums and skunks are present. Once the landscape was cultivated, western
bluebirds, northern mockingbirds, and black phoebes became common sights. Much
later, early in the 2000s, a resident brought in over two-dozen bobwhite quail to add their
charming distinctive call. Alas, this species survived but a short time.

Amidst this distinctive bucolic setting, even pastoral, the sounds of the large city
break in at times as a helicopter flies overhead, or ambulances and fire trucks pass on
Marguerite Avenue - all to remind us that our community paradise is within a large
urban settlement.

And it remains a busy community. Homeowners often modernize their homes
with improvements, so the local traffic of contractors is a reminder that these homes
continue to be highly valued and upgraded, renovated to newer design styles, more
modern utilities, or brought up to higher standards of gracious living.

The ocean views and park-like acreage - the proximity of nature - are very
frequently cited as delightful features of the community. Dense fog casts its spell at
times over this land. During coastal fog, the horn on the west jetty of the harbor entrance
signals every 30 seconds, and is heard here, as we can also hear the sound of sea lions
barking when the wind is right. And, if one listens with a window open during the
summer, one will even hear Disneyland fireworks in the mid-evening.

Again and again, early residents speak of the beauty, serenity, and special
amenities of this unique community. The open space, or greenbelt, was a real "plus."
One realty executive termed this "the unknown jewel of southern California."

(Sources: Terry Abbott, Nancy Anderson, David Barth, Barbara Bergman, Ann Bonar,
Carolyn Bosworth, John Davis, John Dwyer, Anna Betty Goldman, Dorothy Hopwood, Gail
Hurwitz, Wendy Johnson, Sandy MacLennan, Stu McFarland, Ann and Berry Merritt, Mike
Nadler, Gloria Patton, Joan Peterson, Joanne Potts, Charlene Prager, August Segelhorst, William
Simons, Robert Sparr, Joyce Tanton, Andrew Thompson, Jeannine and Daniel Trapp, and
Suzanne Wyrick.)

And what was simultaneously going on in the neighboring urban scene?
The initial year of this Association, 1975, began with a dramatic event -- the early
morning fire of January 11th which destroyed Mariner's Mile. This was the largest fire in
the history of Newport Beach. Yet a much more threatening fire occurred in Laguna
Beach in 1993, its flames readily seen from Jasmine Creek. This very severe fire came
up to the new Newport Coast Drive, providing a providential fire break.

Early 1975, six new public tennis courts opened at San Joaquin Hills Park,
adjacent to the Newport Beach Lawn Bowling greens. The much smaller Jasmine Park
HOA, on the ocean-side of Harborview Drive, came a decade later. That was the last
major land development in the entire region surrounding of Jasmine Creek HOA. The
entire city of Newport Beach now has 141 HOAs, with Jasmine Creek one of 16 within
the limits of Corona del Mar.
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Newport Beach citizen John Wayne was much admired as the popular engaging
"man about town." After he died in 1979, the Orange County Airport was renamed in his
honor. The airport expansion, and sound pollution have remained a major contentious
political issue during all these years.

Meanwhile Orange County was "fast approaching the unemployment record
reached during the 1971 aerospace recession, the rate jumping to 7.1 percent." Yet, in
early 1975, County planners issued a report, stating:

"Despite the current record high number of unemployed here, economically Orange
County is the place to be in 1975 [and] will continue to lead the state both in employment and
personal income…. [It forecasts] a bright outlook as far as industrial growth is concerned. But
the planners see problems ahead for the already beleaguered construction industry. They blame
high interest rates as well as climbing material and labor costs for placing the cost of Orange
County housing beyond the reach 'of the average buyer.'... It warns against building homes
simply to provide jobs…. The planners predict [the] County will continue to lead the state in
general growth." (Source: Daily Pilot article by Gary Granville, Feb. 29, 1975.)

Supporting that prognosis, the Irvine Company marketing executive predicts that
house sales in the "sleeping giant" housing market are "about to explode. Buyer activity
[in 1975] has become the highest since 1971." The previous year, major bank interest
rates hit an historic high of 12%, though by the spring of 1975 it was down close to 7%.
Boosters for Orange County were still enthusiastically calling this region  "Nature's
Prolific Wonderland - Spring Eternal."

As to the rigors of weather, the heaviest rain in Orange County during the 20th
century fell from the 3rd to the 23rd of February 1998, when Corona del Mar received at
least 10 inches of rain as "El Niño vents its fury on Newport Beach." This powerful
winter storm hammered the city with blustery winds, heavy rain and chilly temperatures,
causing flooded streets, power outages, some trees to topple, a few mudslides, and more
than twenty manhole covers in the city flushed into roadways.

The Long Beach earthquake of March 1933 was strongly felt here. That month
Eastern journalist Frank Cashman was quoted in the Newport News saying: "Orange
County contained a number of communities that suffered. Santa Ana was one of these, a
modern, bustling little city, [and] Long Beach where the earthquake seems to have done
the most damage. The writer spent nearly a week in Newport Beach the past summer,
and is familiar with the territory. It is a delightful section, bright sunshine daily, cooling
ocean breezes, a normal happy and enterprising citizenry. Even the dreaded earthquake
will not stay its progress."

2. Jasmine Creek development team formed by M. J. Brock & Sons

By early 1972, The Irvine Company chose the Brock firm to develop vacant land
between several existing residential communities. Builder M. J. Brock & Sons, Inc. had
been approved. The Brock firm, founded by Milton Brock, Senior, had been building
homes on a volume basis since 1940. It worked in northern and southern California,
Hawaii, and Colorado. Since 1969, the Brock firm had been a wholly-owned subsidiary
of INA Corporation, an insurance and financial services corporation based in
Philadelphia.
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Milton Brock, Jr., was born in Los Angeles in 1915. In 1940, he joined his
father's company, leaving his studies at Woodbury University in downtown Los Angeles.
He became President in 1959, Chief Executive Officer in 1973, and only retired from M.
J. Brock & Sons, Inc., in 1985. His chief associate was Richard C. Chenoweth who in
May 1972 was serving as Executive Vice President, and the next year as President and
Chief Operating Officer.

In short order, Brock pulled together the following development team:

Walter J. Richardson, site planner and architect
Lewis M. Goodkin, Los Angeles, marketing analyst
Donald Brinkerhoff, Lifescapes, Inc., Santa Ana, landscape architect
Professional Landscape Co., Upland, landscape contractor
Ervin Engineering, Los Angeles, civil engineer
Beverly Thompson, Los Angeles, interior design
Brock & Sons, Inc., 2624 Rowena Avenue, LA, who will be

"serving as the general contractor.”

Walter J. Richardson was chosen “to master-plan and design” a $20 million
townhouse community with 381 units priced from $45,000, according to Jack Harter,
manager of the Southern California housing division of the developer. Thirty years later,
the architects would offer the assessment that M. J. Brock & Sons was a good builder and
Milton Brock, Jr., "one of the kindest builders."

At the time that Jasmine Creek was created, the Irvine Company would lease the
land to Brock, the developer and builder. Then as lots were sold, the deeds were
registered, and the developer would pay the Irvine Company for the land and its
ownership changed hands. In that fashion the land legally changed hands with payments
to the Irvine Company over the course of a number of years. Jasmine Creek lots were to
be fee-simple, not lease-hold.

The Jasmine Creek CC&Rs, recorded August 12, 1974, say “The rights of
developer … shall cease upon the expiration or termination of its leasehold interest” and
the document states a bit later that Irvine Company and M. J. Brock & Sons, Inc., “will
hereafter hold and convey title to all of the covered property subject to certain protective
covenants, conditions and restrictions hereafter set forth.” Further, Article I, Section 11,
defines each property “owner” as the “one or more persons … who are … the record
owner of a fee simple title to a lot … or the vendee of a lot under an installment sales
contract ….”

3. Newport Beach Planning Commission action, September 1972

When the first concept presentation for the Jasmine Creek property was placed
before the city Planning Commission, it was evident that there would be no approval for a
“mid-rise” set of homes. Consequently low-profile designs were then undertaken.

September 8, 1972, the Newport Beach Planning Commission approved a plan for
“379 homes on 85 acres of Irvine Company land in the Jasmine Creek area.” This may
have been the first public use of the words “Jasmine Creek” in reference to this new
planned community.
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In addition to specifying twenty-two conditions, the Commission required, by
reference to the submitted conceptual grading plans, that the developer cut 15 feet from
the hillside areas along Marguerite Avenue, in order to protect views. The sole objection
to the original development plan came from Harbor View Hills South HOA. Some 445
residents there requested consideration of their comments relative to traffic and
encroachment of their homeowners' views. The Commission record includes the
following on this issue:

“Because of the large number of correspondence received relative to the
preservation of views across the property to the bay, the City Attorney was requested to
give a legal opinion as to Planning commission’s responsibility and ability to rule on such
a matter. He stated that it was outside the powers of the Planning Commission to restrict
the use of property in any way to protect the private view of individuals.”

In taking final action to recommend approval to the City Council, the Commission
added 22 stipulations of which the following selections are perhaps the more significant.

1. That a minimum area of 2.0 acres of private recreation facilities be provided
and so indicated on the Tentative Map.

2. That all residential lots on the Tentative Map have a minimum lot area of
2,400 sq. ft.

3. That a minimum of 190 guest parking stalls be provided in parking bays…
4. That all cul-de-sacs having a radius of 40 feet or less shall be maintained free

and clear of obstructions.
5. That a plan for the preservation of the existing trees surrounding the existing

reservoir site shall be submitted to and approved by the Director of
Community Development. [These five were followed by several minor issues]

11. That all grading be in accordance with grading plans …. In response to a
specific question at public hearings for the Planned Community District
governing this property, … no building sites between the bottom of the
easterly canyon and Marguerite Avenue shall be higher than 260 feet above
sea level…. Special attention shall be given to … erosion control measures
during the grading operations…. [followed by four minor issues]

16. That the existing Edison overhead electrical power lines traversing the site be
relocated satisfactorily. [followed by one minor issue]

18. That the Subdivision Ordinance requirement for maximum street grades of 7%
be waived…. [followed by two minor issues]

21. That two additional swimming pool sites of similar size to the one in the
northwest quadrant will be situated in the southeast and southwest quadrants
of the project and clearly labeled for prospective buyers on any documents
that are used in connection with sales….

22. That all walkways in the greenbelt area be a minimum width of four feet.

Four months later, January of 1973, the Newport Beach City Council approved the plan
with one member voting against, being unsatisfied with the environmental impact
statement. Larry Moore, representing the Irvine Company, voiced dissatisfaction with
some of the restrictions but asked the City Council for approval of the project.
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Mr. Milton J. Brock, Jr. Mr. Walter J. Richardson

4. Walter J. Richardson & Associates chosen to manage the design

This firm was chosen to do the site plan and building architecture. Mr. Richardson
was born in Long Beach, earning his B.A. from the University of California Berkeley and
then an Architectural degree there in 1950. Richardson’s associate Huba Nagy served as
principal in charge of design. Their primary design objective was to respect the site, the
land configuration. By far the most important constraint on design was to assure seaward
view from Harbor View Hills South HOA across Marguerite Avenue, requiring homes
and all trees to be low profile when seen from that nearby community, A colored
promotional plan at the time of initial sales shows Harbor View Drive, so this street over
the protective dam (which was built in 1965) predated the development of Jasmine Creek
just above the dam.

In the Corona del Mar Study of 1964 issued by the City of Newport Beach, there
is reference made to the “lower portion of Jasmine Gully [which] provides the alignment
of Bayside Drive between Marguerite (at Coast Highway) and the bay.”  That may be the
first published association of this drainage with the word “jasmine.”

Architect Walter Richardson surmised that for sales purposes “Jasmine Creek”
may have been chosen by Mr. Brock, or Brock’s early “marketing analyst” Lewis M.
Goodkin, or the later Marketing Manager Ted Cox. The community name “Jasmine
Creek” must have seemed more felicitous than “Jasmine Gully.”

Notable in the view at top of page 14 is the entry treatment at Inlet Drive, a design
motif of bricks which is also seen today by the other two gates and at path entrances. (See
page 23, second row right.) These decorative brick features were part of the early design
by landscape architect Donald Brinkerhoff, of Lifescapes, Inc.

Mr. Richardson still has a colored perspective showing a low wall in front of one
house, as well as a higher wall by a house in the distance. His favorite plan was the
“upside down” Plan 5. He took out an option to buy one of these homes, but later settled
elsewhere. Milton Brock for a time owned and lived at 21 Curl Drive, using it as a
“weekend home,” since he enjoyed the community very much, and his son Allen did not
sell the house until 2002.
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Mr. Richardson indicated the housing industry "was astonished" that M. J. Brock
could sell town-homes for as much as $95,000 to $115,000, especially during a depressed
housing market. There were at that time few “planned development” communities, such
as East Bluff, so the design brought planners from afar to study the plan. Richardson said
that "the Bluffs" planned community project of 1964 broke significant new ground with
the City of Newport Beach. Because of that project, city approvals for Jasmine Creek
were much easier to obtain. He remains pleased with Jasmine Creek, and stated that today
on such desirable property there would be “two to three times the density” than the 3.8
homes per acre which resulted.

(Sources: interview with Mr. Richardson on Aug 23, 2006; Ralph J. Martin
correspondence during 2010; article on Jasmine Creek in Professional Builder 1974; article in
New Worlds of the Irvine Co., Aug/Sep 1979, pp. 70-73; Julie Brinkerhoff-Jacobs)

5. The design concept adopted by the architectural firm of WJR

"The site is one of the few remaining Newport Beach areas with a sweeping ocean
view and a close relationship to the San Joaquin Hills," noted Walter J. Richardson. "We
felt a tremendous responsibility in helping to create this project. While the view was our
primary consideration, we also wanted to retain as much of the rolling terrain as possible
– while blending the project into the surrounding residential area."

"We feel that the result will be an aesthetic and ecological success. As Jasmine
Creek matures, it will have a quiet reserved feeling, a lushly-landscaped look, and the
rolling hills are preserved. The site's most dominant feature, the Jasmine Creek arroyo,
consisting of more than 20% of the site area, will be preserved and enhanced with
hundreds of trees and shrubs."

The Brock news release adds: “The 70-ft.-deep Y-shaped Jasmine Creek arroyo
begins at Harbor View Drive and extends northward. Except for one row of eucalyptus
trees [south of Beachcomber Drive] that served as a navigational landmark for seafarers,
the land had no trees, so the completed development with its hundreds of trees will add to
the natural beauty of the area. The rolling parcel slopes ocean-ward with a 140-ft.
difference in elevation between the northernmost and southernmost points. This assures
views for all – with careful planning.”

"It's a very interesting site, one that could have been developed rather easily if it
were an isolated piece of land," observes the architectural firm's principal in charge of
planning, Ralph J. Martin, AIP, a Landscape Architectural graduate of Iowa State
University. "The hard part came when we had to preserve the views of the people living
in the area to the east, across Marguerite Avenue. To accomplish this, the eastern portion
of the site was carefully lowered and we placed only one-story homes there."

Added Huba S. Nagy, the firm’s principal in charge of design, who gained his
professional training in Hungary, “With only 4.5 homes per the acre [the original density]
and most of them presenting a single-story elevation to the street, the project will have a
feeling of spaciousness. While the homes are attached, they are set at varying distances
from the street. The garages separate the entries so the community will have a single-
family feeling. We’re varying the heights of the patio walls, making them high where
needed for privacy and low to bring in the views. All patio walls are stucco, so they will
contribute to the overall appearance of the project.
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“Jasmine Creek was designed to blend nicely into the neighborhood. In keeping
with the area, the architectural character is restrained, quiet. Large overhangs and low
eaves will help blend the homes into the site. Because most homes will be visible from all
sides, all elevations have been given strong architectural treatment. There are no ‘bare-
box’ sides or backs to these homes. The overall effect will be earthy and woodsy with
brown concrete tile roofs, and exterior surfaces of brown brick, stone, and wood painted
in nature’s colors.”

(Source for all the above design comments: June 1974 Brock company press release)

The architectural rendering of the first phase design, drawn by artist Peck,
presumably in early 1974, is displayed across pages 14 and 15.

6. Phases of community development and publicity – a chronology

July 1972 – Richardson & Associates of Costa Mesa selected to master-plan and
design Jasmine Creek, a $20,000,000 townhouse development.

Jan. 1973 – The Newport City Council “approved the proposed 379-home
development in Jasmine Creek after imposing height limits …
Councilman John Store, in conjunction with the [Harbor View Hills
South] homeowners and representatives of the landowner, the Irvine
Com., worked out a solution to conflicts over the development. Larry
Moore, Irvine Co. planning administrator, was dissatisfied with some
of the restrictions but asked for approval of the project….”

Nov. 1973 – grading was under way for “346 homes on 89 acres” with the first
housing start to take place by Nov. 15, 1973. A news release at that
time stated that “The project is within the Irvine Company Village of
Harbor View in Newport Beach.”

May 1974 – opening scheduled for six variant models and the start of sales.
May 1974 – a total of 28 units reported sold in the first two weeks.
May 1974 – Richardson elected to Fellowship in the American Institute of

Architects, honoring his various “designs of homes and apartment
developments.”

June 4, 1974 – Bob Clay of Tustin, on behalf of Walter Richardson Associates,
issued a press release of nine pages promoting “M.J. Brock & Sons’
Jasmine Creek Offers Spectacular Views and Exciting Plans.”
(The illustration on the next page was in publicity issued by Brock.)

July 1974 – the first units planned to be ready for owner occupancy.
Summer 1974 – Jasmine Creek was included in the Irvine Company’s

large display advertisements promoting its “villageness” developments.

The high inflation of the 1970s was a time when uncertainty about prices made every
business decision a speculation on monetary policy. During that decade, the annual U.S.
inflation rate rose into the 5-10% range, compared to a 0-3% range typical of peacetime
America. The stock market decreased 25% between 1969 and 1971 and then lost another
20% by mid-1975. The Dow Jones Industrial Average bottomed out at 585 in Oct., 1974;
the Industrial Average had reached 1020 in December of 1972.
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Summer 1974– half page advertisement by
The Irvine Company, promoting
its “Villages,” with one of the 14
being Jasmine Creek which was
“opening August 1974.”

August 1974 – Joseph Breedlove named
resident sales manager.

August 29, 1974, a two-page document
"Establishment of Priority to
Purchase" was provided to those
interested in buying lots and
selecting a plan in the "first
increment" of homes. This
document laid out the lottery process, conducted in the Sales Office
starting at 6:00 p.m. that day. One section therein read: "Jasmine Creek is
the result of many long hours of planning.  M .J. Brock & Sons and The
Irvine Company recognize the hard work that has gone into this unique
development. Like most good companies, M.J. Brock & Sons, and The
Irvine Company have given the opportunity to their management and
employees to have first choice on the homes initially available."

October 1974 – models for the first 75 “inward oriented attached homes” ready
for viewing and sales at 22 Mainsail, priced at $94,000 to $114,000, in
this $32-million project of M.J. Brock & Sons, Inc.

These six models are now Mainsail 1-11. Where now are Mainsail 22, 26, 30 and
32, there was the sales office and a paved parking lot for visitors. When sales wound
down late 1980, the sales office building was removed by taking out the wall-fence by
Marguerite Avenue and hauling it away through that space, then restoring the wall and
finishing house construction. The sales office was a structure of about 950 square feet,
containing a model of the entire project as a centerpiece, with a couple of small offices
for the sales people. It was somewhat modeled after the entry guard house, with
generous roof overhangs, and oriented to a view downhill to the south covering most of
the project area. (Source: Ralph J. Martin)

“The recreation features an 18,000-square-foot pavilion with sliding glass
doors,… a central conversation pit,… a game and relaxation area and a swimming pool.
Decoration and furnishings are by decorator Beverly Thompson…. The homes … are at
varying distances from streets and none backs up to another. Covered entries lead to
double entrance doors."

The following architectural rendering (slightly cropped and cleaned)
provides a perspective looking toward the Pacific Ocean

from the Jasmine Creek gate by Marguerite Avenue.
At the circle, the guard is welcoming the blue car.
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During late 1974 and 1975, sales had been stagnant. Milton Brock’s son Allen
remembers being often here at Jasmine Creek since his father lived for a while at 21 Curl.
Milton "considered making a small addition" to his house on Curl, though it was never
built. Allen still holds many memories of this project, hearing his father speak often of its
fine qualities.

Allen Brock recalls "My father worried about sales, even praying before dinner
since he was so very deeply worried about its success. It was the most expensive project
[he had] ever done up to that time.  The bottom fell out of the housing market at just a
very bad time for his development." Sales were so terrible that he "seriously considered
'replotting models' [creating a new sales/model complex, decorated, in a different
location] which would have been an extremely expensive endeavor."

The national financial picture caused a severe hardship on getting the Jasmine
Creek project started and thriving. Brock also considered stopping construction and
"wrapping" structures as they stood partially done. Yet when that option was raised, the
Irvine Company "had a fit."  Wrapping had never been done on an Irvine project before,
and Irvine staff felt it would be dreadful.
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Sales were such a struggle that developer M. J. Brock & Sons even "gave away
front yard landscaping" as a sales incentive. Marketing promotion took many forms.

As Mr. Brock watched the market nationwide and looked for angles to help with
sales, he found that "suddenly the dark skies parted, the sun came out, and the market
then took off. And house values [thereafter] rose rapidly."

(Source: telephone conversation with Mr. Brock’s son Allen, August 25, 2006)

Feb. 1975 – Architect Richardson announces change in his firm’s name - to be
Richardson Nagy Martin - adding the two principals.

March 1975 – Seven homes were sold at Jasmine Creek during March. Prices
are then $95,500 to $118,500.

May 1975 – Barbara Wright was named tennis coordinator at Jasmine Creek.
She had been a tennis instructor since 1966 and was formerly with the
private Mesa Verda Tennis Club in Costa Mesa.

May 1975 – A tennis marathon to benefit the UC Irvine athletic scholarship
fund was held as Jasmine Creek. “The Brock firm will donate $1 to
the scholarship fund for each adult who visits a Jasmine Creek model
home during the marathon.”
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June 1975 – “Recreation units completed by Brock … [including] clubhouse,
swimming pool, Jacuzzi and four tennis courts. Bicycle paths, park
areas and walkways are planned in future phases, the firm said."

August 1975 – An art demonstration was held [in the Clubhouse?] with visitors
seeing a spinner marking yarn, an artist doing macramé, and
artists working with charcoal, watercolors, basketry, and multimedia.

Oct. 1975 – “Luxury Living: Jasmine Creek Offers It”  The list of residents “reads
like the who’s who of business and professional leaders in Orange
County. The $32 million private community is now the home
of numerous corporation presidents and owners, attorneys, doctors,
builders, and real estate executives, according to Ted Cox, Brock
marketing manager.” (Source: Daily Pilot, Oct 19, 1975, p. C7:1)

Nov. 1975 – Nineteen homes ”with ocean views”  are being offered in the second
phase… with prices ranging from $99,000 to $136,000.

Feb. 1976 – Eight of the 40 homes have been sold in the past 60 days. The
24-hour main-gate security service is publicized for the first time.

NOTE: After 1972, perhaps even later after mid-1976, the
original plan for Jasmine Creek was down-sized some. A
news release states that there were to have been fifty-five
more homes on the site than actually were built.

News Release Data Today's Actual
Total number of homes 379 324

# of duplexes 25 76
# of 3-unit buildings 67 48
# of 4-unit buildings 32 7
# of end units 248 262
homes per acre 4.5 3.8

(The above tabulation of the residences was prepared by Ted Fuhrer in 2006.)

July 1977 – Disco party held at the Clubhouse honoring local debutantes, for
the National Charity League. [Further indirect marketing promotion.]

Nov. 1978 – Welcome Wagon Newcomer’s Club held its Christmas draft auction
at the Clubhouse. The Club held two other events there during 1979.

July 1979 – Model homes redecorated by Laura Merlo & Associates, and now
“open again” for inspection, says Linda Ferguson, sales manager.
“A third pool is under construction.” [as marketing continues.]

Feb. 1980 – Open house held for the “final six of 326 single-family homes in
Jasmine Creek at the Irvine Company village of Harbor View” which
are priced at $210,950 to $305,000.

The last homes were sold later in 1980, just about six years after the first of these lots
and homes went on the market. During those six years, M. J. Brock & Sons had to
pay the Jasmine Creek HOA the stipulated homeowners monthly dues for all lots
unsold. Furthermore, early dues were subsidized by M. J. Brock & Sons, as was the
standard practice of developers. (Source: Mike Nadler)
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The Clubhouse (pictured below recently) is a featured amenity of the Association.

Feb. 1980 – Richardson-Nagy-Martin Architecture/Planning, of Newport Beach,
was honored by the National Association of Home Builders for
‘Jasmine Creek,’ a residential neighborhood developed by the M.J.
Brock Company on the Irvine Ranch. “Jasmine Creek was singled out
because the planning and architectural design of the development
demonstrated concern for a comprehensively planned community
environment.”
(Source: The above chronology is largely from the Los Angeles Times of various dates,

1972 through 1980. Note: the architectural firm is now named RNM Design.)

7. Design characteristics and the “features” as publicized

Richardson and Nagy came up with six designs for six models, each with
variations. They were assigned appealing marketing names:

Bay Mist (Plan 1) with 1,857 asf. having two variant elevations
Windrift (Plan 2) with 1,928 asf. having four variant elevations
Wavecrest (Plan 3) with 2,213 asf. with four variant elevations
Moonrest (Plan 4) with approx. 2,682 asf. also with four elevations

This model was soon “discontinued,” existing
only on Mainsail and on Whitewater drives.

Sea Breeze (Plan 5) with 2,323 asf. with three different elevations
Surfside (Plan 6) with 2,275 asf. having three different elevations
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The design specifications included the following special “features” in each house:
concrete Life Tile roofs; ceramic tile entries, wall to wall continuous-filament nylon pile
carpeting, mirrored wardrobes in master bedrooms (of Plans 2,3,4), walk-in closets (Plans
1,2,5,6), wood-burning fireplaces with gas outlet, decorator front door pulls, ash cabinets
in master bath and at the wet bar, decorator quality lighting fixtures, luminous ceiling
with bronze color frame in kitchen, over-sized garages with work and storage area, front
yard landscaped right to your entrance gate and maintained by the Homeowners'
Association. And after a few other features, the advertising promotion concluded “See
your sales representative for additional optional features.”

These townhouses were built during the period mentioned above
in three Tracts approved by the City of Newport Beach.

Tract 8425-26 of 142 units on Breakwater, Fathom, Mainsail, Shoal,
Whitewater, and #1-63 Jasmine Creek Drive

Tract 8427-28 of 104 units on Barrier Roof, Curl, Jetty, Sandbar, Skysail,
and #81-107 Jasmine Creek Drive

Tract 7967 of 78 units on Atoll, Beachcomber, Maritime, Seafaring, and
#109-144 Jasmine Creek Drive

The Jasmine Creek Community Association records the following “placed-in-
service dates” for the tracts: July 1975 for the first above, July 1976 the second, and July
1978 for the third. However the four unique flat-roofed homes at the high part of
Beachcomber date from 1979, and the final set of 324 homes was completed in 1980
when the model homes on Mainsail were turned over to homeowners.

A community oddity:- There are two streets in Jasmine Creek with not a single
house facing onto it. No house has had an address at Inlet Drive or Tidepool Drive.

8. Management and physical changes 1980 to 2010

Early management of JCCA was by Villageway Management, Inc., an Irvine
company owned by John C. Kubas. Mr. Kubas attended all board meetings and handled
required issues, doing a "good job" as residents remember. However, he was not a
fulltime on-site manager, an arrangement which came in the early 1980s.

Villageway's contract ran from January 1976 through September 1982, during
which time a new off-site General Manager was chosen, Edwin G. Edgley. Mr. Edgley
was working for Villageway from August 1980 to June 1982, overseeing seven
Homeowners' Associations (HOAs), Jasmine Creek being the largest of these.

Probably late in 1980 the project was "Sold out." At that time, management was
fully turned over to the Jasmine Creek Community Association (JCCA).

In the fall of 1982, manager Edgley was fired by Villageway, claiming Mr.
Edgley was spending too much time on Jasmine Creek and slighting other Villageway
client HOAs. The Jasmine Creek Board decided, however, to terminate the Villageway
contract and hire Mr. Edgley as the full-time on-site General Manager. At that time, part
of the landscape equipment storage shed was rebuilt into a JCCA Office, its entrance
pictured recently on the next page, at the time of December holidays.
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A year later, Mr. Edgley asked to be part-time, supported by a secretary, Chris
McGraw. Ms McGraw, in September 1984, succeeded him as manager, as Edgley left to
set up his own company to handle homeowners' associations reserve planning for
widespread clients. Management was by CC&R from about 1988 to 1989. As the
community got under way, the Newsletter was written by residents. However, after some
ten years, compilation and production of news was transferred to the office staff.

Carol Porcella was the next general manager, serving from 1990 until she left in
2002 for a similar position in a Laguna Niguel HOA. Carol's cousin Jackie Porcella
served a dozen years as office assistant. Since 2002, the JCCA General Manager has been
René Viamonte (credentialed nationally as a Professional Community Association
Manager), assisted by Sandy Zamarripa.

The original landscape service, chosen by Brock, was terminated about 1979, after
which the contract was with O'Connell Landscape Maintenance. In 1991 the Board
determined this was not economical and terminated the contract, with the service brought
inside under a senior member of the O'Connell firm. Thus, from 1991 to 2010, the work
crew was under the oversight of Landscape Supervisor Santiago Dominquez, who had
begun with O'Connell in 1974 when he was a very young man.

Many modest upgrades and maintenance changes have occurred in the “common
areas” since the original project was completed in 1980. These have all been paid for
through the annual budget. It is a real tribute to management, by the Board and its
volunteer committees, that there has been only a single "special assessment" during these
thirty-five years, one voted on favorably by JCCA homeowners.

Regarding the community's exterior walls, until 1979 the inland end of Shoal
Drive (abutting Inlet Drive) had no wall, enabling direct entrance from the outside. (This
temporary opening is visible in the drawing perspective at the top of page 14.)

Exterior house colors originally were darker than at present (some residents
referred to them as "little brown houses"). All trim was very dark. By stages, the
Architectural Committee adopted a lighter palette in the late 1980s and early 1990s.
Exterior colors were revisited in 2009, with 86% of homeowners supporting a future
change to a somewhat more vibrant palette.

Reflecting a rustic "village" motif, all mailboxes originally were made of wood.
However maintenance problems resulted, so all boxes were replaced in 1994 with a
construction of durable metal on posts street-side. Advocated by a majority of
homeowners, the annual Residents Directory was first issued in 2001.
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An operational change of note was heating the main swimming pool. After the
late 1970s, there was a significant tax credit for individuals using solar heating. The
Finance Committee determined that residents could benefit financially. Therefore, solar
panels were installed atop the patio cover to keep the main pool suitably heated. Two
problems arose:- the heating pipe maintenance was problematic, and three of the Jasmine
Creek homeowners were found to be permanent residents of Nevada and thus ineligible
for California's tax credit. After a dozen years, the solar panels were removed. Lighting
has been improved around the central pool.

Tennis was so popular at the time JCCA opened that residents easily talked the
Brock company management into the two extra courts near the Office, instead of building
there the planned final swimming pool. (Note this significant change from City
stipulation #21, as recorded on page 9.) Maintenance work has periodically been given to
the six tennis courts and all three pools with adjacent therapeutic spas. And the stairs
from Skysail down to the four tennis courts, for many years formed of railroad ties, were
changed to concrete as a safety measure.

The three entry gates were originally open 24 hours a day, every day, until the
early 1990s. At that time, due to security concerns, the Board closed the Crown gate early
evening, and shortly thereafter delayed the closing to mid-evening. A roving patrol
guards at night. As part of this attention to communal areas, the entry guardhouse has
been modified, entrance gates given periodic renewal, and streets resurfaced. Three
security companies have each had the contract for a period of years.

During the 1990s, for some five or six years, guard George Butler was universally
admired for being notably gracious, mannerly, efficient, with a most engaging
personality. He was a black gentleman, reputed to have been a retired police chief, who
worked here full time. He was so appreciated that residents honored him with a
Clubhouse party and a gift from the Board at the time he retired in June 1994. George is
still fondly remembered by a host of the old-timers.

The Clubhouse deck of wood was replaced with concrete and brick in 1996, and
its interior was considerably modernized in phases from 2002 to 2005, with the depressed
floor pit in front of the fireplace brought level with the rest of the room. Good-quality
audiovisual equipment was installed in the Clubhouse in 2008 to support group
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entertainment. And, out in front, a thirty-foot pole was added in 2002 on which flies the
illuminated flag of the United States.

The Finance Committee established renewal reserve accounts for community
features which would need periodic work or replacement. Yet the roof reserve issue was
debated in committee every year and postponed, until the piper had to be paid. After
twenty five years, the roofs (ostensibly "life-time") were found to have outlived their
protective efficiency, with consequent mounting expense to the community due to water
damages in individual homes. Yes, the cement tiles were very long lasting; no, the
underlayment waterproofing materials were by no means "life time."

The roofing project conducted during 2007-09 was the result of months of study
by three committees and by the JCCA Board. An illustrated explanatory booklet was
written and a copy provided to every homeowner. Project approval was voted by
homeowners in the spring of 2007. The complexity and cost were matters of wide and
heated debate during these months. The conclusion was to totally replace the
underlayment and flat cement tiles for the 324 dwellings, financed by homeowner
assessment. One very significant benefit of this action was reducing the great weight of
the roof by some 40%, significantly reducing any future earthquake seismic hazard.

Besides the perennial concern with Association finances, a prominent issue has
always been the enjoyment of vistas to and from homes and the greenbelts. It is
understandable when attention is drawn to views which are interrupted by tall trees, and
when ocean views are threatened by adjacent communities - just as when Harbor View
Hills South HOA expressed concerns when Jasmine Creek was being designed. As one
resident put it, "those are the social responsibilities of living in a paradise."

An early volunteer recently stated: “From the very beginning, the Association has
been blessed by very talented and competent people on the Board. They spent a lot of
time on Association business, which has resulted in a quality community. Consequently,
Jasmine Creek is regarded as the premier residential community hereabouts.” During
these 35 years, a host of residents have volunteered and greatly contributed to the
community through service on its several committees. Or leading its social activities, e.g.
the Book Group, the Bridge Group, and the Travel Fest series, have engaged many. The
mid-summer community BBQ is a very popular event.

The JCCA Board has been led by the following Presidents during these years:-

Walter W. Keusder – 1975-76 David B. Cole – 1976-77
Carter P. Schriber – 1977-78 Alice E. Bystrom – 1978-79
Robert J. Sparr – 1979-80 Robert N. DeRienzo – 1980-81
Robert Johnson – 1981-82 William P. Abbott – 1982-83
Harry Tanton – 1983-84 Joe Caneer – 1984-85
Joan Holmes – 1985-86 John Einhorn – 1986-87
Donald DeShazo – 1987-88 Joyce Tanton – 1988-89
Gail Hurwitz – 1989-90 Robert N. DeRienzo – 1990-91
Robert V. Johnson – 1991-92 Rex A. McKittrick – 1992-93
George H. Mulcahy – 1993-94 Theresa F. Jennings – 1994-95
Carole McMahon Johnson – 1995-96 John S. Griffith – 1996-97 & 1997-98
Rex A. McKittrick – 1998-99 William H. Simons – 1999-2000 & 2000-01
Bruce R. Beardsley – 2001-02 & 2002-05 Dan Parr – 2005-06
Ted Fuhrer – 2006-07 Bill Coté – 2007-08
Marta I. Rebella – 2008-09 Preston Lee - 2009-10
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During all the past thirty-five years, the volunteers who have served on the Board
and Landscape Committee have maintained this terrain, its park-like trees and other plant
materials, and preserved this very special community.

(Sources for the above section: Terry Abbott, Nancy Anderson, Martha Crowner, Edwin
G. Edgley, Eileen and Charles Kadley, Sandy MacLennan, Mike Nadler, Gloria Patton, Carol
Porcella, Jackie Porcella, William Simons, Andrew Thompson, Gail and Skip Turner, René
Viamonte, and Janet Walley (of Villageway Management).

9. A sample of recent Jasmine Creek community scenes

These snapshots were taken by Ted Fuhrer. The third image in the second column
is a sample of fog blanketing the community. The last image is sunset from the high
overlook, facing Lower Newport Bay the Balboa Peninsula, the Pacific Ocean, and Santa
Catalina Island. This overlook has been a popular place from which to watch 4th of July
fireworks and the start of the Ensenada and other yacht races.
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10. Before there was development of the Jasmine Creek community.

For 10,000 years, Jasmine Creek had been the land of the Gabrieleño-Tongva
natives, one tribelet of which lived in a village named Moyonga beside the Newport Bay
estuary, near the west end of San Joaquin Hills Road. Then in 1833 the Mexican
government repossessed lands that had been granted by the Spanish King. These lands
were to be distributed to private claimants meeting certain qualifications one of which
was that a detailed map be drawn of the property showing boundaries, hills,
watercourses, marshes, and other landmarks mentioned in the petition.

José Andrés Sepúlveda was born April 17, 1802, in Los Angeles. He married
Francisca Avila around 1826 and they had 16 children. About 1833, Don José moved his
family from Los Angeles to land formerly occupied by Mission San Juan Capistrano.
Mission San Juan Capistrano once had control of several hundred square miles of
grazing lands, including Cienega de las Ranas (Swamp of the Frogs) and Rancho San
Joaquin. Sepúlveda petitioned for Cienega de las Ranas, which extended from the Hill of
the Frogs (Red Hill) southwest to the ocean, and along the coast from what became
Newport Beach to Laguna Beach. His petition for this land claimed that the mission did
not have enough cattle to pasture either this ranch or its others.

Don Sepúlveda’s 1836 diseño [map] of the Rancho San Joaquin.
(courtesy of the California State Archives)

This topographic map measures 18" by 13", with the compass rose in the
upper middle, and Upper Newport Bay shown to the left of "Loma Rios."

"Governor Alvarado granted the parcel to Sepulveda on April 15, 1837. At the
time, Sepúlveda's father was commissioner of San Juan Capistrano and a member of the
Los Angeles political arena, and his position undoubtedly enabled Sepúlveda to secure
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more land than was generally accorded in Mexican-era land grants." Sepúlveda's Rancho
was used to graze very large herds of horses and cattle:- as many as 3,000 horses,
14,000 head of cattle, and 8,000 sheep.

(Source: "From Mexican Land Grant to Great Irvine Ranch" by Judy Gauntt Liebeck, in
Irvine: A history of innovation and growth, 1990, pp. 2-3)

The colorful José Andrés Sepúlveda (here
shown in an undated portrait) had first applied
for such a grant in 1836, and was finally
approved by Mexico’s provincial Governor of
Alta California. In 1842 Upper Newport Bay
property was added. He thus became the first to
own the total extent of Rancho San Joaquin.
This 48,803 acre grant extended from Upper
Newport Bay to Laguna Canyon. Native
Americans lived on the rancheria and worked
for him as vaqueros, ranch hands, and servants.

This rancho became a major part of the
Mexican land grant ranches bought by James
Irvine and partners in December 1864. The
debt-ridden Sepúlveda sold his 50,000 acres for
$18,000 “and other valuable considerations.”
Twelve years later, James Irvine bought out his
other three prosperous sheep-ranchers.

The coastal survey map of Newport Bay,
1875, shows a creek feeding down near what
would become Jasmine Street and a much

deeper eastern drainage known as Buck Gully. This Irvine Ranch land was rolling
grassland, largely barren of trees. Used for raising sheep and cattle in the 19th century, it
became more agricultural in the 20th.

Ranch income suffered around the turn of the century due to severe drought
years, prompting the Irvine Ranch to sell a tract of land to George E. Hart so as to
finance its agricultural irrigation. Originally from New Hampshire, Hart purchased 706
acres by the coast in 1904. And during the next eight years, Hart planned Corona del
Mar, giving it that name. This property extended from the coast inland to what became
5th Avenue, and between Upper Newport Bay and Buck Gully.

In 1916, F.D. Cornell took over from Hart. With sales lagging, he decided to
rename all the numbered streets into “flower streets.” Thus came Jasmine Avenue. And
at the same time Pier Avenue, named for the ocean pier extending south from this lane,
was renamed Marguerite Avenue. In 1924 Newport Beach incorporated Corona del Mar.
Sales of lots were very slow until the boom finally came from a new road. This was the
completion in 1928 of the Coast Highway through this stretch, providing a direct
vehicular connection between Newport Beach and Corona del Mar.

A typical rural tale just before World War II relates of the Irvine ranch hands
riding down to the fence at 5th, tying up their horses, and walking down to the main
street for food at the Mustard Pot. This spot for victuals was begun by an Arkansas
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family who reached this village after traveling across the country with a luggage rack on
back of their vehicle, the rack holding a large cage in which rode their goat.

The highway route to the east had long been planned to follow 5th Avenue over
to Poppy. However the plan was defeated by commercial interests in Corona del Mar. So
the land upland from 5th remained ranch land for development. It included the surface
drainage which by the 1960s was known as Jasmine Gully, and occasional heavy rains
would severely affect city streets and homes as the surface drainage flooded. A flood in
1938 was very extensive (though the one in 1862 may have been three times heavier).
Response to the 1938 flood prompted construction of several protective dams, including
the Harbor View Dam.

Concerning the drainage down through Corona del Mar, authentic sources are the
maps compiled and published by the US Geological Survey. The sheet of 1948 provides
contours for the creeks mentioned above, one flowing near Jasmine Avenue. This
perennially-flowing creek now passes beneath Harbor View Drive, then is conveyed
underground east of Harbor View Elementary School, passes between Iris and Jasmine
avenues, then at Bayside Drive the drain pipe turns west, passes beneath the Goldenrod
foot bridge, to reach Lower Newport Bay near Begonia. At higher elevation above the
1965 Harbor View Drive dam, the stream line branches into a short draw heading due
north and the primary branch heading roughly northeast upgrade and beyond what is
later to be Pacific View Memorial Park.

Note that most surface drainage was placed well below grade, to flow through
culverts, perhaps some time during the 1960s. Without that critical alteration to conduct
surface drainage, Jasmine Creek community might not have been feasible. One person
was told upon moving to Jasmine Creek that this open land had a prior reputation as
being "an ant hill among gullies and rolling gentle hills."

From about 1935 to the early 1960s, a line of tall Tasmanian Blue Gum trees
(Eucalyptus globulus) formed a very useful mariners' landmark seen from miles out in
the ocean. Originally there were seven eucalyptus trees. Now only five remain. Newport
Beach in 1926 built a water reservoir, bordered by those trees, on the high land which
now is by Beachcomber Drive. A second reservoir was later added right beside the first.
They were "buried, sloping concrete walls, [with] wooden roofs." About 1959, these
reservoirs holding 1.66 million gallons were deactivated. (Note the 1972 reference to the
"reservoir site " in the fifth stipulation on page 9.)

The Geological Survey sheet for 1965 shows the Lincoln School, the Harbor
View Hills homes south of Crown Avenue, the electrical substation on what would soon
be a new Crown Drive North, and a dam on Jasmine Creek with “spillway elevation
200" feet above sea level - just above the property of Harbor View School. The USGS
sheet of 1972 shows Harbor View Drive existing, as are all the various streets for
residential development on all sides of the future Jasmine Creek. A high point is
designated as being at 273 feet (located somewhere near 7 Sandbar is today).

The name “Jasmine Creek" appears on none of these U.S. Department of the
Interior Geological Survey sheets issued from 1948 to 1981.

(Sources: Handbook of the Indians of California, by A. L. Kroeber, 1925, pp. 620-621,
plate 57; http://tongvapeople.com/villages; The Irvine Ranch, by Robert Glass Cleland, 1966;
"City to Drop Reservoirs [to make way for tract development]" in LA Times, August 21, 1960,
page OC4; Newport Beach Councilman Don Webb; The History of Corona del Mar, by Douglas
Westfall, 2004; and William O. Hendricks of the Sherman Library.
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Other local events occurred before Jasmine Creek became a community. The
fortunes of weather have had occasional great influence, such as the severe 1862-1865
drought. Especially severe storms were experienced here in 1899, 1912, and 1934. Also
notable, during January 10th and 11th of 1949 a coating of snow fell all over Corona del
Mar. In February 1998 a heavy rain dropped over twenty inches in Los Angeles and may
have been very heavy here.

As to earthquakes, the 6.0 Richter tremors of 1769 and 1910 in counties adjacent
to Orange were exceeded by the March 11th, 1933 "Long Beach" quakes on a segment
of the Newport-Inglewood fault. These quakes were Richter 6.4 and 5.5, five hours
apart, with 115 fatalities. The surface epicenter was a distance off the Newport Beach
coast. In Corona del Mar this earthquake resulted in many fallen chimneys and some
damage to city sewers and water mains. On January 17, 1994, the San Fernando Valley
"Northridge" quake of 6.7 Richter produced very high ground acceleration and was
strongly felt here, although with minimal damage.

Many movies were filmed nearby, notably from 1912 to 1937. In 1929, the
graphic battle scenes of the Oscar-winning film “All Quiet on the Western Front” were
shot on acres of Irvine Ranch land, where later Harbor View Hills HOA was built. Using
gravity, water for this movie action came from "our" reservoir mentioned on the
previous page, directed down the hill to create the authentic awful muddy muck for
soldiers in trench warfare. By coincidence, a summer rain storm added to the realism.
(Sources: William O. Hendricks, and History of Corona del Mar, 2004, p. 94)

Oral history says that an 18-hole golf course had once been proposed for what
became Jasmine Creek land.

From July 17th to the 23rd of 1953, some 51,000 boys and their counselors
congregated for the 3rd Jamboree of the Boy Scouts of America. These scouts lived in
over 25,000 tents on a site covered today by Newport Center and the Eastbluff
community. And this huge event gave its name to the present Jamboree Road, which the
Irvine Company had just converted for this Jamboree from two lanes of gravel.

11. The significant 1969 Federal legislation controlling Foundations

A century after James Irvine bought this extensive property, a momentous
change was to occur. Here is background to this change. Founded in 1937, The James
Irvine Foundation served as the primary stock holder of The Irvine Company, and until
1972 it owned 51% of the stock. A foundation legally is a nonprofit organization with its
own capital fund that uses its resources solely for public welfare.

In 1964 the US Treasury Department began work on its promised report on
private foundations, surveying 1,300 foundations and finding serious abuses among a
minority of foundations. The Report recommended a rule for non-operating foundations
compelling, generally, payout of the greater of the foundation’s realized income or a
percentage of its net investment asset value.

The substance of the proposal was adopted in 1969, though with the payout
percentage set at 6%. Subsequent amendments eliminated the income payout aspect of
the rule and stabilized the percentage payout at 5%. Further recommendations dealt with
“unrelated” businesses. For foundation ownership of substantial interests in such
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businesses the report proposed a 20% limit on holdings in any one business enterprise,
with transition periods to dispose of holdings exceeding the limit.

The fundamental problems which drove the central strictures of the 1969 private
foundation legislation – self-dealing, payout failure, and adverse consequences of
business holdings – had become sufficiently apparent to draw Treasury corrective
recommendations and Congressional action. Congress found the following:

“Those who wished to use a foundation’s stock holdings to acquire
or retain business control in some cases were relatively unconcerned
about producing income to be used by the foundation for charitable
purposes. In fact, they might have become so interested in making a
success of the business, or in meeting competition, that most of their
attention and interest was devoted to this with the result that what
was supposed to be their function, that of carrying on charitable,
educational, etc., activities was neglected.” The consensus was
“solid justification for the 1969 Act’s special restrictions on
foundation self-dealing, payout failure, and business
involvement….”

The Irvine Foundation was forced to sell its share in the Irvine Company to
comply with the 1969 federal legislation. This fundamental legal change bore major
implications for the conduct of the Irvine Company and for its land development.

12. Irvine Company development plans

The original Irvine Company had become “land rich and cash poor.” In that era,
the Irvine ranch had a crop of as many as 40,000 lambs alone; by 1958 sheep were no
longer profitable as synthetic fabrics sharply cut into the wool market. The ranch turned
to cattle, near 4,000 at some times. Yet a series of dry winters, especially during 1960-61,
forced herd reduction. Indeed, in the late 1960s, two quarter sections of Irvine Ranch
produced $20 per acre although taxes then were $140 per acre.

As stated by Robert Glass Cleland in the first edition of his 1952 book The Irvine
Ranch, “no problem overshadows ranch minds more than the supply of water; the
reduction of the cattle herd would so attest if any proof were needed…. The company [in
1958] has some eighty wells pumping from the underground basin… But in years of
calamitous drought and expanding populations, the local sources are beginning to seem
driblets. In the early 1950’s wells were deepened and more efficient pumps installed, and
yet even the underground basin had limits.”

The ranch during the mid-20th century was constantly pressed by the needs of
burgeoning cities, school systems, and public utilities. A senior officer of The Irvine
Company has stated that pre-1977 the “old company” was “sensitive to the needs of the
community.” It would cooperate with various agencies to promote goals that were
mutually desirable.

For instance, the Newport School District desired a particular piece of land for a
new high school, and Irvine Company owned the land and then sold the property for the
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school at 50% its appraised value. Similarly it worked with Southern California Edison
on local utility needs, and with other agencies.

The Irvine Company was its land-development instrument. Orange County
urbanization was pressing upon its land. This Foundation had pursued a “product”
emphasis during the 1960s. The new Irvine Company pursued a “marketing” emphasis
focused on selling what the consumer wants. This was a major corporate cultural shift.

In the spring of 1960 the Irvine Company decided to obtain a master plan for its
Irvine Ranch land. Architect William L. Pereira was selected to prepare the general land
development plan, and his master concept progress report was presented that November
to the Irvine Company Board of Directors. This covered land from the hills, through what
is now the City of Irvine, to Corona del Mar.

As Joan Irvine Smith stated “There was much talk then of ‘the city of tomorrow’
that would address itself to the blight of urban sprawl. New kinds of mass transportation
and proximity to living and working environments would reduce dependence on the
automobile. There would be new innovations in residential diversity to stop the suburban
trend of polarizing the rich and the poor and the white and the minority populations.”
(Source: Nov. 13, 1977, Los Angeles Times)

During the 1960s, planning became a demanding concern of ranch management,
pressured by urbanization of Irvine’s original Orange County property.

Subsequent to the 1969 Federal law governing foundations, the Irvine Company
Board under Irvine President William R. Mason in 1970 substituted its own master plan
for the original Pereira master plan for the Irvine Ranch lands. Management of the Ranch
was contested during that time. Late in 1972, the Company stated that “henceforth
agriculture was to be considered as nothing more than a holding operation while the
ranch underwent urbanization.”

Significantly, as of May 1968 the Irvine Company changed its policy so that in
some “village” developments, one “may either purchase or lease the land.” Up to that
point it did not allow a homeowner to have fee title to their property. They were offered a
75-year lease. Probably due to concerns for the marketability of large-scale residential
developments, it changed the policy to offer lots in fee.

The 1970 master plan called for a “creation of villages.” In October of 1971, the
Irvine Company invited developers to join it in this huge commercial enterprise.
Altogether 221 developers applied to build on Irvine Company land. Late that year, nine
different developers were at work implementing the “village” concept on Irvine land.
One of these was The Donald L. Bren Company which began development of Harbor
View Hills South, on land southeast of Marguerite Avenue.

Major display ads promoting these communities were run during the next three
years. “A chosen few of California’s most respected homebuilders are developing Irvine
residential areas. The Irvine Company … doesn’t build single family homes. It works
through established developers with reputations for building high quality neighborhoods.
Craftsmanship, service and a history of consumer acceptance are requirements for any
prospective Irvine builder.”

Raymond L. Watson, President of the Irvine Company, stressed the Villages
concept in his full-page article “Plans for 80,000 Acres” published in the October 7, 1973
Los Angeles Times. He had served as Executive Vice President in August 1970, and was
elected President in September of 1973.
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One of the nine chosen developers had plans for what became Jasmine Creek,
proposing separate houses fully 30 feet higher in elevation than what eventuated. That
company went "belly up," and M. J. Brock & Sons is reported to have bought the option
at a distress sale. The new proposal would cut some hills down and use removed soil to
fill gullies.

(Sources for sections 12 and 13: The Irvine Ranch: A Time for People, by Martin A.
Brower, 1994; interview with Frank Hughes and Tom Wolff, December 2007; and various news
articles in the Los Angeles Times during the years cited.)

13. Design objectives and constraints of the Irvine Company

Cleland, in the foreword of his book The Irvine Ranch, 1952, speaks of the
“Ranch letter books and records,” and, on page 149, “the long succession of engineers’
reports and topographic charts which have [been] left in the ranch offices a honeycomb-
vault containing no fewer than 2,000 maps and elevations.” There lies an historical
goldmine.

In contrast to such a rich historical Ranch archive, records of the Irvine Company
(which had been incorporated in 1894) have not been found. Such documentation might
well contain records of discussions and shed light on actions with respect to planning that
led in time to development of the Jasmine Creek property. This history is evidently lost.

At the Newport Beach Planning Commission meeting of September 1972, Larry
Moore, Associate Planning Administrator with The Irvine Company, dealt with the issue
of zoning as a Planned Community, and recreational facilities which were of particular
interest to the City Parks, Beaches and Recreation Commission.

Mr. Moore emphasized several key points which included “the concept of trying
to get away from mass grading and abide by the natural contours of the topography; a
drastic reduction in density and height of structures; and keeping in contact with the
homeowners associations [especially the two facing each other across Marguerite] in an
attempt to work out the various problems concerning each group.”

Frank Hughes, as the Irvine Company Senior Vice President for Development,
became the project manager for developing the Jasmine Creek property. Mr. Hughes
reflected that “Irvine efforts at the time were careful in their consequences. It was very
concerned about pricing. It did not want individuals to speculate on its land development.
Therefore its staff representatives participated and played a fairly strong hand to assure
that development was achieved in quality fashion, with the customers’ best wishes in
mind, and with local community needs and objectives accommodated.”

As Mr. Hughes then affirmed, “Irvine personnel sat in on development and
marketing meetings, sitting in to exercise some control over the action, such as on the
size of houses and their prices.” Irvine representatives would have participated in many
planning sessions with the developer to restrain speculation, assure a quality product,
aim suitably at the existing local market, and thereby help guide the project.

When Irvine Company President William R. Mason died in July of 1973,
Raymond L. Watson became President. The next March, Tom Wolff was called from the
presidency of the Irvine Industrial Complex to be Senior Vice President, Land
Development, with responsibility for residential, multi-family and commercial divisions.
The Jasmine Creek development project continued, until finished in 1980.
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Appendices

The following is summary information on three legal organizations which have
controlled and very strongly influenced the property which became Jasmine Creek. These
are The Irvine Ranch, The Irvine Company, and The James Irvine Foundation.

This information was extracted from their several websites in 2007, especially at
http://www.irvinecompany.com/aboutus/News.asp?type=factsheet1 and also at the
website of http://www.goodplanning.org/principles/index.asp

The Irvine Ranch website includes the following:
In 1864, James Irvine and two partners purchased 120,000 acres stretching 22

miles inland from Newport Beach to the edge of the Cleveland National Forest.
Encompassing more than 185 square miles assembled through Mexican and Spanish land
grants, the original ranch was nearly one quarter of Orange County's total land area.
Irvine bought out his partners in 1876. In 1894, his son, James Irvine II [AKA James
Harvey Irvine, Sr.], incorporated these land holdings as The Irvine Company.

James Irvine
(1827–1886) and,
further right, his son
James Harvey Irvine
(1867–1947)

(undated portraits)

James Irvine saw promise in land. During his father's life, the Irvine Rancho San
Joaquin, as it was called, was used primarily for raising sheep. James Irvine saw in the
grass- and cactus-covered land a vast opportunity for cultivation. He became one of the
first of those who called themselves "growers" rather than "farmers," for they engaged in
large-scale enterprises that would later become known as agribusiness. In believing in the
fertility of the land and experimenting with new methods of cultivation, Irvine took huge
risks.

As his granddaughter, Kathryn Wheeler, later said, "He built it from sagebrush.
Sheep and cattle were sold for their hides to complete diversified farming. He drilled
water wells and a canal and had practically every field crop that was possible."

In 1898, he incorporated the ranch holdings under The Irvine Company. By 1910,
the Irvine Ranch was recognized as the state's most productive farm and its largest
producer of beans and barley. As of 1930, the Ranch's crops ranged from beans to
oranges, from cauliflower to grapes, from barley to papayas. Today, approximately
44,000 acres remain under the company's stewardship.

And under the Ranch web site “Master Plan” is the following:
“Though pressured to sell portions of the ranch piecemeal to residential and

commercial developers, The Irvine Company's board of directors made a visionary and
historic decision. Instead of carving up the land into parcels, the directors chose to draft a
master plan that would guide the development of the entire Irvine Ranch.”
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The plan was the work of renowned urban planner and architect William
Pereira….  Pereira's vision called for a balance of land uses to support economic growth
and promote an exceptional quality of life. It anticipated a variety of housing types,
employment centers, ample recreation and open space, retail centers, schools, churches,
parks, roads and utilities.

A high degree of flexibility was built into the plan to allow for changing times
and expansion…. Over time, the plan has been amended and refined to adapt to evolving
needs and new opportunities, but its proven fundamental principles remain. The plan
continues to provide a framework for balanced growth….

The Irvine Company website presents this profile:
The Irvine Company is a 140-year-old privately held real estate investment

company best known for the balanced, sustainable communities it continues to plan and
create on The Irvine Ranch® in Orange County, California. It also is known for its
portfolio of high-quality investment properties - office, retail and apartment - it owns in
San Diego, Orange County, West Los Angeles, and the Silicon Valley. The company
traces its roots to the 1860s with the assembly of the ranch from Mexican and Spanish
land grants. The Irvine Company was incorporated in 1894.

Its “vision statement” states “We are master planners, community builders, real
estate investors, and asset managers committed to a comprehensive master plan for the
Irvine Ranch drafted in the early 1960s. We plan and bring to life balanced, sustainable
communities with a full range of housing, job and retail centers, schools, recreation,
trails, parks, greenbelts and permanently preserved open spaces.”

The Irvine Company “master planning principles” have been very well publicized.
More than four decades ago, The Irvine Company formulated these key principles that
continue to guide the planning and build-out of The Irvine Ranch®. They are:
 Maintain the land under a single owner.
 Establish a Master Plan for all 93,000 acres to guide land use and infrastructure

decisions, ensuring that the whole would be greater than the sum of its parts.
 Create an internal planning group to guide the evolution and implementation of

the Master Plan.
 Establish three major planning sectors on the Ranch to help break the master

planning work into manageable areas - Coastal Sector, Valley Sector and
Mountain Sector.

 Continually reinvest in the land.
 Ensure that the three planning sectors adhere to topography and jurisdiction

constraints.
 Continue the tradition of land stewardship, with an eye on the long-term view.
 Contribute to the quality of the cities on The Irvine Ranch.
 Make sound, realistic economic and political decisions.

[The “Villages” concept of the Irvine Ranch has taken this form today: The Irvine
Ranch counts its “villages” as now being 11 in Newport Beach, another 17 in Irvine, and
1 located in Tustin. Although Jasmine Creek was developed apart from the “villages,” the
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above principles were inculcated into the development plan of Jasmine Creek during
work with and guidance of developer Milton Brock in the early 1970s.]

The [2008] set of “villages” in Newport Beach are the following: Big Canyon ,
Bonita Canyon, Eastbluff , Harbor View Hills South, Newport Coast, Newport Coast -
Crystal Cove, Newport Coast - Pacific Ridge, Newport North, Newport Ridge, Pelican
Crest, and Spyglass Hill.

The James Irvine Foundation online history includes the following:
Founded in 1937, The James Irvine Foundation [serves] as the primary stock

holder of The Irvine Company….
During the 1940s and 1950s, new residents continued to pour into the state,

particularly to Southern California, where they moved into sprawling cities built upon
prime agricultural land. The Irvine Company, located in one of the fastest-growing
counties in the nation, increasingly felt external pressures during the 1950s to open its
lands to real estate development.

Its response — community planning allowing for a wide range of uses, including
higher education (providing the initial land for the University of California, Irvine) and
agriculture — provided a contrast to the unplanned sprawl nearby. Just as the Ranch had
become known for adopting new agricultural techniques, the Company soon enjoyed a
reputation for inaugurating community planning on a large scale.

Eventually, The Irvine Foundation was forced to sell its shares in the Company to
comply with new federal legislation. When James Irvine died in 1947, his gift to the
Foundation was valued at $5.6 million. When the Foundation's share of the Irvine
Company was sold thirty years later, his bequest had grown in value to $184 million. And
at the end of 2006, these assets had grown to more than $1.8 billion.

Jasmine as a plant
Jasmine (Jasminum) is a genus of shrubs and vines in the

Family Oleaceae, with about 200 species, native to tropical and
warm temperate regions of the Old World. The word comes from
the Old French, which came from the Arabic which was from the
Persian yasmin, that is "gift from God."

Unlike most genera in the Oleaceae which have four
corolla lobes ('petals'), jasmines often have five or six lobes. The
common name 'jasmine' is often given to unrelated plants with
pale, sweetly-scented flowers and dark green leaves, such as
Trachelospermum species (Confederate, or Star jasmine), Gardenia jasminoides (Cape
jasmine), Cestrum nocturnum (Night blooming jasmine) and Gelsemium species
(Carolina jasmine).

Jasmines are widely cultivated for their flowers, enjoyed in the garden, as house
plants, and as cut flowers. Grown all over the world for its fragrance, Jasmine flowers are
used to flavor jasmine tea and other herbal or black teas. The flower oil from two species
Jasminum Officinale and Grandiflorum is used in high-grade perfumes and cosmetics,
such as creams, oils, soaps, and shampoos. In Asia, flowers are stringed together to make
garlands. The flowers are worn by women in their hair in southern and southeast Asia.
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(Jasmine Creek arroyo scene by Ted Fuhrer


